Limitations to winter and spring photosynthesis of a Rocky Mountain subalpine forest
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A B S T R A C T

Temperate and boreal conifer forests are dormant for many months during the cold season. Climate change is altering the winter environment, with increased temperature, altered precipitation, and earlier snowmelt in many locations. If significant enough, these changes may alter patterns of dormancy and activity of evergreens. Here we studied the factors limiting photosynthetic activity of a high-elevation subalpine forest that has undergone substantial warming in recent decades. We tested the hypothesis that this warming has been significant enough to allow photosynthesis during sunny warm days in winter. Using thermal imagery, we found that foliage in winter was sometimes near the temperature optimum for photosynthesis, but no net carbon gain occurred for most of the cold season. Water transport was limited by blockage of sap transport by frozen boles, but not by frozen soils. Foliar carotenoid content was much higher during winter, driven largely by increases in the pool size of the photoprotective xanthophyll cycle. There was no seasonal change in chlorophyll or lutein content. Net carbon uptake began only as boles thawed, with no difference in timing among tree species, and the spring increase in canopy-level photosynthetic capacity occurred before sap transport was detected. The seasonality of gross primary productivity (GPP) was strongly linked to seasonality of xanthophyll cycle deepoxidation state in all species. Seasonality of GPP was detectable with two metrics of canopy color – the Green Chromatic Coordinate and Green-Red Vegetation Index (a proxy for the newly proposed MODIS-based chlorophyll/carotenoid index or CCI). Both indices were significantly correlated with GPP. Together these results indicate the potential for airborne or near-surface remote sensing of leaf color to serve as a metric of photosynthetic activity in evergreen forests, and to monitor physiological changes associated with the progression in and out of winter dormancy.

1. Introduction

The climate of seasonally snow-covered ecosystems is changing, affecting the seasonality of winter and the timing of biophysical events related to photosynthetic downregulation. In many locations, late winter air temperature is increasing (Kapnick and Hall, 2012; Pederson et al., 2013), total accumulations of snow are decreasing (Hamlet et al., 2005; Mote et al., 2005), relatively more winter precipitation falls as rain instead of snow (Knowles et al., 2006), and snowmelt occurs earlier (Clow, 2010; Stewart et al., 2005). Climate models indicate that these changes will continue (Brown and Mote, 2009; Nogués-Bravo et al., 2007; Scalzitti et al., 2016).

Evergreen plants in seasonally snow-covered locations endure the physiological stress of winter while still absorbing appreciable sunlight. Most undergo biochemical downregulation of photosynthesis that manifests as a decrease in photosynthetic capacity and alterations in pigment composition associated with photoprotection (Adams et al., 2004; Öquist and Huner, 2003; Verhoeven, 2014). Overwintering evergreens have been shown to utilize two forms of sustained thermal energy dissipation to cope with excess absorbed light, a rapidly-
reversible form that is important when favorable temperature for photosynthesis may occur periodically, and a slowly-reversible form that is associated with more sustained downregulation of photosynthesis in colder climates (Verhoefen, 2014). Both forms involve xanthophyll cycle pigments, and may operate in synergy (Porcar-Castell, 2011). Despite this, some confiers maintain appreciable photosynthetic capacity in winter (Nippert et al., 2004; Schaberg et al., 1998; Schulze et al., 1967).

Physiological activity and phenology of plants are responding to the persistent changes in winter climate. The combination of decreasing snow cover and increasing air temperature has complex biophysical and biogeochemical effects on plants and soils (Brooks et al., 2011; Groffman et al., 2001; Kreyling, 2010). The phenology of small plants that spend winter under the snow is strongly altered by earlier snowmelt (Steltzer et al., 2009). Trees and shrubs that extend above the snowpack are responding to warming generally with earlier leaf expansion in spring and later senescence in autumn (Polgar and Primack, 2011). Spring greenup occurs earlier across the northern hemisphere (Barichivich et al., 2013; Piao et al., 2011). Earlier spring and later autumn influence annual gross primary productivity (GPP) and ecosystem respiration (Reco) (Richardson et al., 2010, 2009). Thus, the carbon cycle of seasonally snow-covered biomes is being modified on a large scale as climate changes, and this is detectable in the amplitude and timing of the seasonal cycle of atmospheric CO₂ (Forkel et al., 2016).

The factors governing the transition from the downregulated state of photosynthesis (winter dormancy) to spring activity are complex. Rather than an on-off switch, release from dormancy is intermittent with periods of activity based on re-establishment of photosynthetic metabolism and variability of weather (Ensminger et al., 2004; Sevanto et al., 2006; Turcotte et al., 2009). In some trees, photosynthetic activity can respond opportunistically to favorable periods during the otherwise cold season (Ensminger et al., 2004) if plants are able to maintain some photosynthetic capacity and water is available (Kolari et al., 2014; Nippert et al., 2004). Earlier snowmelt potentially leads to earlier phenological development and physiological activity of plants, but alternatively if air temperature is low during melt then carbon metabolism can be dramatically limited (Huxman et al., 2003; Winchell et al., 2016). Thus, as the climate warms, some plants may encounter a new regime where novel environmental conditions (combinations of photoperiod, air/soil temperature, snow cover, and water availability) result in physiological stress. The carbon cycle implications of such change remain highly uncertain.

For these reasons, we were motivated to examine the cold season carbon cycling of a high elevation coniferous forest in Colorado. This subalpine forest has undergone significant recent climate warming. Mean annual temperature has increased by ~1.1°C/decade (Clow, 2010) to 2.7°C in the 2000s (Mitton and Ferrenberg, 2012). Air temperature in each month February through May has significantly increased in the 15-year record 2015/16 (Kittel et al., 2015). Mean annual precipitation is about 800 mm, with a majority falling as snow. Total cold season precipitation has not changed, but the total now includes considerably more precipitation in April that used to occur in May (Kittel et al., 2015). This, combined with warmer cold season air temperature and thus higher convective heat flux during snowmelt when some bare ground is exposed, will likely lead to consistently earlier snowmelt. In most mountain basins of this region, total snow water equivalent is decreasing and snowmelt begins earlier than in recent decades (Clow, 2010).

Our primary objective was to evaluate the hypothesis that the climate has warmed sufficiently to allow the conifers at the Niwot Ridge forest to photosynthesize during favorable warm sunny periods in winter. A secondary objective was to determine if visible-wavelength imagery could be used to identify periods of activity and dormancy. We integrate data from a variety of sources, including a combination of microclimatic and micrometeorological observations, visible-wave-length and thermal imagery, and leaf-level pigment analyses. We anticipated that physiological differences might occur between co-dominant tree species in cold season activity or release from dormancy, and expected that initiation of sap transport would occur before net carbon uptake was detectable.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Study location

This study was conducted at the subalpine forest of the Niwot Ridge AmeriFlux Core site (US-NR1) in the Rocky Mountains of Colorado, U.S.A. (40.03°N, 105.55°W, 3050 m elevation). The flux tower is surrounded by a mix of evergreen needleleaf species: lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta Douglas ex Loudon), Engelmann spruce (Picea engelmannii Parry ex Engelm.), and subalpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa (Hook.) Nutt.). Average tree height and leaf area index are 12–13 m and 3.8–4.2 m², respectively, and the stem density is ~4000 stems ha⁻¹. This high elevation forest experiences cold winters with a persistent snowpack from October-November to May/June. Extensive site details are available in other publications (Burns et al., 2015; Monson et al., 2002).

For the present study, observations are reported over a 1-yr period centered on the winter of 2015/2016. The study winter was a bit warmer than the monthly averages of 15 years preceding it (2000–2014) during January and February, but cooler than average for other months (Table 1). Peak snow water equivalent during the study winter was 419 mm, the 5th largest snowpack since the 2000 water year.

2.2. Meteorological parameters and carbon fluxes

Environmental conditions were monitored to examine their influence on forest activity and dormancy. Wind, down-welling photosynthetically active solar radiation (PAR), and net radiation (4-component) were measured above canopy, and air temperature both above and below canopy (21.5 m) and below (2 m), using standard sensors described in Burns et al. (2015). Soil moisture was measured with water content reflectometers (CS616, Campbell Scientific). Soil temperature was measured at 5 cm depth in mineral soil using a thermistor probe (CS107, Campbell Scientific). Snow water equivalent (SWE) data from a site 400 m distant from the flux tower were obtained from USDA/Natural Resources Conservation Service Snow Telemetry Network (site Niwot).

Net ecosystem exchange (NEE) of carbon dioxide was measured at 21.5 m above ground using the eddy covariance method, accounting for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>month</th>
<th>15-year record mean (°C)</th>
<th>SD (°C)</th>
<th>max (°C)</th>
<th>min (°C)</th>
<th>2015/16 mean (°C)</th>
<th>2015/16 rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>−2.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>−7.1</td>
<td>−3.5</td>
<td>5th warmest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>−6.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>−4.5</td>
<td>−10.4</td>
<td>−7.1</td>
<td>10th warmest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>−6.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>−3.5</td>
<td>−9.3</td>
<td>−6.0</td>
<td>6th warmest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>−7.1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>−3.7</td>
<td>−9.0</td>
<td>−4.3</td>
<td>2nd warmest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>−3.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>−5.9</td>
<td>−4.0</td>
<td>10th warmest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>−0.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>−3.5</td>
<td>−0.9</td>
<td>7th warmest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CO₂ storage within the canopy (Burns et al., 2015). The fluxes of GPP and Rₘₑₑ were partitioned from NEE using either soil or air temperature (main paper and supplemental material, respectively) using the method of Reichstein et al. (2005) via the online tool at http://www.bgc-jena.mpdg.de/~MDIwork/eddyproc/index.php.

2.3. Thermal dissipation sap flux

To detect the presence of cold season water transport by individual trees, sap flux density was measured using the thermal dissipation (TD) method (Granier, 1987, 1985). Two trees close to the tower were measured per species (pine, spruce, fir), with homemade sensors, installed at breast height on the north sides of the boles and covered with reflective insulation. Sensors penetrated 21 mm into the xylem. Bole diameters at breast height (DBH) ranged from 14 to 41 cm. Laboratory and field tests have shown that this method reliably detects water movement in tree boles when it occurs in winter (Chan and Bowling, 2017). We are less confident in the actual magnitude of sap flux density determined using TD under cold and low flow conditions, so data are reported as raw voltages from sensor pairs, and as relative sap flux density (on a 0 to 1 scale, with 0 being no transport and 1 the maximum measured for a sensor pair). Sap flux density was calculated using the standard Granier equation with a changing baseline prior to normalizing (Chan and Bowling, 2017). Sapwood area and depth were not determined using TD under cold and low flow conditions, so data are reported as raw voltages from sensor pairs, and as relative sap flux density (on a 0 to 1 scale, with 0 being no transport and 1 the maximum measured for a sensor pair). Sap flux density was calculated using the standard Granier equation with a changing baseline prior to normalizing (Chan and Bowling, 2017). Sapwood area and depth were not determined using TD under cold and low flow conditions.

2.4. Light and temperature response of ecosystem fluxes

To examine the seasonality of photosynthetic activity, the environmental dependence of carbon and water fluxes was examined. The light (PAR) responses of sap flux density, NEE, and GPP were examined for periods of interest using nonlinear regressions. All daylight periods with thawed boles were combined during each period (we did not separate morning and afternoon). These were of the form \[ y = \frac{ax}{(1 + bx)} \] for sap flux and GPP, or \[ y = \frac{ax}{(1 + bx)} + c \] for NEE. The temperature (soil or air) responses of Rₑₑₑₑ were examined using nonlinear regressions of the form \[ y = ax^{bx}. \]

A seasonally varying index of canopy-level photosynthetic capacity (GPPₑₑₑₑ) was calculated for 10-day periods by first calculating the light response for GPP in each time period, then extracting the curve fit value at high PAR (1800 μmol m⁻² s⁻¹). This index is illustrated with selected GPP light response curves in Fig. 5. The light level at which photosynthesis saturates will change seasonally, but choosing a constant PAR value provides for comparison of capacity across the annual cycle in a consistent fashion.

2.5. Bole temperature

The temperature of hydro-active xylem of tree boles (tree trunks) was monitored to evaluate blockage of water transport by ice. Bole temperature (at breast height) was measured using 20-gauge nickel-chromium/constantan (type E) thermocouples (FF-E-20-TWSH-SLE, Omega), selected for their low thermal conductivity. Sensors were inserted at 12 and 30 mm depths into xylem on the north sides of trees (1 per species), in autumn. Bole diameters at breast height were 20, 22, and 16 cm for pine, spruce, and fir trees, respectively. Sensors were sealed in place with epoxy, and cables were insulated with reflective foam and routed along the ground (under the snowpack) to prevent solar radiation artifacts. Tree trunks were not insulated, and different trees were used for the bole temperature and sap flux measurements. The presence of ice in the bole was determined from these data as described in Results.

2.6. Foliage temperature

Thermal infrared imaging was used to measure the temperature of individual tree crowns in the vegetation canopy following Aubrecht et al. (2016). Thermal images were recorded by an A655sc camera (FLIR Systems, Inc., 640 × 480 pixel resolution, 45° field of view, FOV) mounted near the top of the tower, pointed east and inclined about 30° below the horizon. Images were acquired every 5 min using FLIR’s ExaminIR software, running on an industrial fanless computer (Neousys POC-100, Logic Supply) mounted in an enclosure on the tower. The crowns of trees instrumented with sap flux sensors were within the FOV of this camera, and the visible imaging camera (discussed below).

Supporting measurements for correcting and verifying the thermal images were made with instruments mounted in the immediate vicinity of the thermal camera. These included: a temperature/relative humidity probe (HMP35-C, Vaisala), three infrared radiometers pointed at vegetation within the FOV of the thermal camera (SI-121, Apogee, 18° half-angle FOV), and down-welling longwave radiation (CRN1, Kipp and Zonen) to calculate sky temperature. To verify temperature from the thermal images, a matte-black-painted copper plate (5.1 × 15.2 × 0.19 cm, emissivity = 0.985) was mounted on a boom in the FOV of the thermal camera. A copper-constantan thermocouple was affixed to the front of the plate with thermal epoxy and the plate temperature was recorded every 30 s. Camera-derived temperature of the plate was highly correlated with the independently measured temperature (r² = 0.997, linear regression, p < 0.001, t-test). The mean absolute difference (camera T - actual T) was -0.20 °C, variance = 0.29 °C², with root-mean-square error of 0.57 °C (n = 53,852).

Vegetation temperature was determined from thermal images following Aubrecht et al. (2016). Briefly, each image was paired with simultaneous meteorological data: air temperature, relative humidity, and apparent sky temperature. Combined with a distance-to-canopy map for each pixel in the image, vegetation emissivity (assumed 0.97), and models of atmospheric transmission, these data were used to calculate the thermal interference in the image caused by reflections of surroundings, attenuation of canopy temperature signal by moisture in the air, and re-radiation of thermal energy by moisture in the air. Corrections for these interferences were applied to each thermal image to arrive at the true vegetation temperature. Foliage temperature is reported as the mean temperature of pixels that correspond to individual tree crowns in each image. Each crown region of interest was determined manually, intentionally excluding stems due to their difference from leaf temperature (Kim et al., 2016), and used the same pixels for all analyzed images. The distance-to-canopy map was created using multiple color digital images and structure from motion software (PhotoScan, Agisoft LLC), as described in detail by Aubrecht et al. (2016). These corrections were not applied to the SI-121 radiometer data. The SI-121 data were cold-biased relative to those from the thermal images (mean difference −2.0 °C, standard deviation 1.6 °C, n = 38,091 for the data shown in Fig. 1d).

2.7. Visible imagery (PhenoCam)

Visible-wavelength digital imagery was used to assess possible color-based metrics of the seasonality of photosynthesis. Standard three-color (red-green-blue, RGB) images were recorded by a network-enabled camera (NetCam SC, StarDot Technologies). The camera was configured according to standard PhenoCam protocols (https://phenocam.sr.unh.edu/webcam/tools/, manuscript in preparation) and acquired images every 15 min between 0400 and 2300 local standard time. For a prescribed region within each image, we extracted the mean pixel value (digital number, DN) for each color channel (i.e. Rₑₑₑₑ, Gₑₑₑₑ, Bₑₑₑₑ). Spectral response of the PhenoCam used is available at https://khufkens.github.io/phenocam-response-curves/. At half-maximum the approximate spectral ranges were: Rₑₑₑₑ: 570–700 nm, peak at 600 nm,
From these data we derived 3-day composite values of the Green Chromatic Coordinate, GCC (Motohka et al., 2010) and the Green-Red Vegetation Index, GRVI (Tucker, 1979). The indices were calculated as 

\[
G_{CC} = \frac{G_{DN}}{R_{DN} + G_{DN} + B_{DN}},
\]

and 

\[
GRVI = \frac{(G_{DN} - R_{DN})}{G_{DN} + R_{DN}}.
\]

Previous work (Sonnentag et al., 2012) has shown that under adverse lighting and weather conditions (rain, clouds and snow), observed values of GCC tend to be reduced relative to images recorded under sunny skies. For this reason, Sonnentag et al. (2012) proposed that the 90th percentile value of GCC, calculated over a 3-day period, effectively minimized day-to-day variation due to exogenous factors by tracking the upper envelope of the data. We found a similar approach, but based on calculating the 10th percentile, was effective for GRVI. The 3-day data were then filtered with an iterative, spline-based smoothing algorithm. First, using a range of smoothing factors, we fit a family of cubic smoothing splines to each time series. We selected the optimal spline from within this family using the Bayesian Information Criterion balancing goodness-of-fit against model complexity to avoid over-fitting. Then, in an iterative process, we identified and flagged outliers more than 4 Laplace standard deviations (based on the first difference of the original time series) from the spline (Richardson and Hollinger, 2005).

In order to conduct certain analyses using data when the canopy was snow-free, the RGB images were analyzed to determine the presence of snow. We automated this procedure using methods based on recent advances in computer vision and artificial intelligence. Specifically, we used the Caffe deep learning framework (Jia et al., 2014) in conjunction with the Places205-AlexNet trained model (Zhou et al., 2014), to classify images. We used the classification tags “trees” and “snow” produced by the framework, and if the “snow” tag was more heavily weighted than the “trees” tag, the image was marked as “snowy canopy”. Informal validation of this method showed that this method successfully identified when snow was in the air or on the canopy, but did not mistakenly classify images when there was only snow on the ground. To determine when the thermal camera imagery may have been contaminated by snow, we assumed that snow on the canopy was possible only if the air temperature was below freezing. Then, we analyzed the seven RGB images recorded closest to each thermal camera image (within a 24 h window, but using RGB imagery only when the sun was above the horizon). If four or more of these seven images were marked as “snowy canopy”, then the thermal image was flagged as potentially snow-contaminated.

The GCC and GRVI indices were compared to seasonality of solar forcing using the solar elevation angle above the southern horizon at solar noon, calculated from standard equations (Campbell and Norman, 1998).

2.8. Needle chlorophyll and carotenoid composition

Pigments in conifer needle (leaf) tissue were measured to evaluate seasonal adjustments associated with the downregulation of photosynthesis. Using a canopy access tower, sun-acclimated needles from the uppermost 1.5 m of the canopy were collected from one tree of each
species – biweekly between 15 August 2015 and 23 June 2016 (one to three replicate measurements were made per tree per collection date; error bars on figures depicting leaf pigment composition represent standard deviation). Needles were immediately wrapped in foil and immersed in liquid nitrogen within 10 min, and stored either in liquid nitrogen or a −80 °C freezer until extraction.

Needle chlorophylls and carotenoids were extracted according to a procedure modified from Adams and Demmig-Adams (1992). Approximately 25 mg of frozen needle tissue were ground for 4–6 min (sufficient to fully pulverize tissue by visual inspection) in 500 μl of ice-cold 80% acetone (v/v) using a high-energy ball mill (CertiPrep 8000D, Spex CertiPrep) equipped with sample containers modified to hold micro-centrifuge tubes. Samples were then spun in a refrigerated micro-centrifuge (3 °C) for five minutes at 14,000 rpm (18,188 g) and the supernatant collected. The pellet of cellular debris was then agitated in 200 μl of ice-cold 100% acetone. Centrifugation was repeated and the resultant supernatant was combined with that of the initial extraction. Re-extraction of the pellet was then repeated as above. The volume of each sample extract was determined using a graduated 1 mL syringe and the sample was passed through a 0.2 μm nylon syringe tip filter into a sealable amber vial and maintained at 0 °C until analysis (< 10 h).

Extracted chlorophylls and carotenoids were quantified using a liquid chromatograph with diode array detector (Agilent 1100, Agilent Technologies) set to record at 445 nm and a YMC Carotenoid C30 reverse phase column (5 μm particle size, 250 mm × 4.6 mm I.D.; YMC America) using a gradient method involving 0.2 min acetoni- trile:methanol:water (86.4:10:3.6 (v/v)) followed by a linear gradient for 2 min to a 4:1 mixture of methanol and hexanes, concluding with 8.5 min of the latter solvent (all at 2 ml/min). The mobile phases were composed of HPLC grade organic solvents (Pharmco-AAPER and Fisher Scientific) and 0.2 μm filtered type I de-ionized water. Pigments measured included chlorophyll A and B, violaxanthin, antheraxanthin, zeaxanthin, neoxanthin, lutein, and α- and β-carotene.

2.9. Statistical analyses

Statistical analyses were performed to determine if differences existed in the response of fluxes to light and temperature, and to assess relationships between GPPsat, xanthophyll cycle pigments, and the GCC and GRVI indices. Light and temperature response curve fits (equations described above) and their 95% confidence bounds, during the four periods of interest, were generated using the Curve Fitting Toolbox of MATLAB R2016b (MathWorks, Natick, MA). Non-overlapping confidence bounds indicate significant differences (p < 0.05). The GPPsat was compared to the midday deepoxidation state of leaf xanthophyll pigments for each species, and the GCC and GRVI indices using linear regression, and the null hypothesis (slope = 0) was examined using a t-test (with p = 0.05 the threshold for significance of non-zero slope).

3. Results

Environmental conditions during the study are shown in Fig. 1. Permanent snow cover was established in late October and continued to accumulate until peak SWE was reached in early May. Soil moisture under the snowpack was fairly constant, with late autumn conditions persisting until snowmelt events occurred in April and May. The first events led to a moderate increase in soil moisture, but major changes were delayed until the melt began in earnest a few weeks later. During the snow accumulation period, air temperature varied from -20 °C to +13 °C, with many winter days above freezing. In contrast, soil temperature under the snowpack (5 cm soil depth) was nearly constant and above 0 °C (Fig. 1b), except for a few weeks in January when it reached a minimum of -0.4 °C. Deeper soils under the snowpack were always warmer than the 5 cm depth (data not shown).

The temperature of evergreen tree crowns during the cold season was highly variable (Fig. 1d, Table 2 - note these data were only when the canopy was free of snow). Minimum foliage temperature during the snow accumulation and melt periods was -20.8 °C, and maximum monthly temperature ranged from 6.4 (December), 11.8 (February) to 17.5 °C (April). The average daily range of temperature of tree crowns in each month was 8–10 °C (maximum - minimum - average 24 h), with maximum daily ranges of 14-19 °C. In all winter months the foliage temperature was above 0 °C for 7–11 non-consecutive days, above 5 °C for 2–8 days, and in November, February, and April, above 10 °C. In general, during sunny days with no snow in the canopy, the foliage was always warmer than air by as much as 5 °C, especially when winds were light, but also during windy periods (Fig. 2). Air and foliage temperature both varied with weather events (Fig 1b, d) and with net radiation (Fig. 2). During the winter (February) there was little difference in foliage temperature between species (Supplemental Table S1). In June, fir crowns were generally warmer than those of pine and spruce, consistent with known differences in whole-tree transpiration rate for these species (Hu et al., 2010).

The frequent synoptic change in air temperature was associated with marked change in bole temperature throughout the winter, though buffered by phase changes of xylem sap. Xylem temperature in the boles (Fig. 1c) remained at or below 0 °C from late October through early February for all 3 tree species (only spruce shown, other species similar). In warm periods during February and March, there were brief excursions with xylem above 0 °C, then alternating sustained warm and cold periods in April. In April and May as air temperature warmed, the bole temperature displayed a well-bounded minimum around -2 °C, indicative of the liquid-ice phase transition region (Fig. 3).

Freezing of ice releases energy, and thawing of ice consumes energy, and these phase changes can be detected in woody tissue by comparing the difference in bole and air temperature as a function of bole temperature (Hadley, 2000; Mayr et al., 2006). Bivariate frequency distributions of the difference between bole and air temperature at 2 m (y-axis) versus bole temperature (x-axis) are plotted in Fig. 3. Data were combined for November–April 30 for each thermocouple separately, and used to determine the presence of ice in the boles as follows. Regions of high frequency of occurrence shown in the circle (Fig. 3a)
indicate exothermic and endothermic phase changes from liquid-ice and ice-liquid. These periods involved fairly constant bole temperature during the phase transitions (as one would observe in an ice bath). Data along the y-axis were grouped separately for each panel in Fig. 3 into 0.5 °C bins from −5 to 5 °C. Univariate frequency distributions were calculated, and the 98th percentiles are illustrated as circles in Fig. 3c. A regression through these data is shown (black line), and this regression line to the point where it intersected the origin on the x-axis was used as an indication of ice in the bole. All time periods left of the regression lines (or left of the origin at values below the y-intercepts, vertical black line) were considered to have frozen xylem in the boles.

Time series of air and bole temperature, sap flux voltage and density, and NEE during the winter-spring transition are shown in Fig. 4. No net carbon uptake was detected until the boles thawed in mid April (period 1). Boles were frozen prior to this (indicated by shading) for most of the winter. Air temperature during period 1 when the boles thawed was not substantially higher than in the previous month, although it was above freezing for a longer period (Fig. 4a). Radiative and

![Fig. 2. Foliage temperature was measured using thermal infrared imaging. Periods with snow on the vegetation canopy were excluded. Day (gray) and night (black) are plotted separately, and data are plotted separately (in rows) for canopies of each tree species as indicated. The left column (a, b, c) includes all snow-free periods, the middle (d, e, f) and right (g, h, i) columns highlight those with low and high above-canopy horizontal wind velocity.](image)

![Fig. 3. The difference between bole temperature and air temperature (2m above ground) as a function of bole temperature during the period Nov 1–April 30. Data are plotted as bivariate frequency distributions, with the color bar indicating frequency of occurrence in each bin. Panels indicate different tree species (rows) and measurement depth within xylem (columns). The circle shown in a) indicates the general region of exothermic and endothermic phase changes, with high frequency over the cold season. Illustrated in c) is the method used to identify the presence of ice in the bole in each case (omitted on other panels for clarity, see text for details).](image)
convective processes were likely also important for bole energy balance and associated thaw.

The raw voltage from sap flux sensor pairs was highly variable. Typical diel voltage patterns for TD sap flux sensors in warmer conditions are maximum at night and lower during the day when transpiration occurs, because they are proportional to the temperature difference between the sensors. The normal diel pattern was observed in late May and June (Fig. 4c), but large baseline shifts and unusual patterns of diel variability were apparent when boles were frozen (e.g., March, Fig. 4c) or thawing. When the boles thawed during period 1, the diel voltage pattern was maximum during the day and minimum at night (opposite the normal pattern). When sap flux density was calculated from these voltages (using the baselines shown in Fig. 4c), it was sometimes negative (period 1, Fig. 4d). The TD technique cannot distinguish direction of flow, so the negative value is an artifact of the thawing process, but illustrates that normal bole sap transport was not observed in the region of the sap flux sensors during this time. There was no clear difference between plant species in the timing of initiation of sap flux.

The spring initiation of sap flux transport was delayed relative to NEE (Fig. 4d,e). Time periods were selected for closer examination based on NEE data to evaluate initiation of photosynthesis (period 1), and the multi-week transition (periods 2 and 3) to maximum photosynthesis (period 4). Net ecosystem exchange indicated net carbon uptake during the spring transition when boles were thawed (periods 1, 3, and 4), but also during an intermittent period with warm air and frozen boles (period 2). Sustained cold periods between periods 1–3 involved ice in boles and decrease or absence of net carbon gain (note that some NEE data are missing). Considerable spatial variation probably exists in the ice-liquid state within the trees; detection of ice at a few bole locations may or may not be representative of the tree (or forest) as a whole.

The responses of sap flux density and NEE to PAR are shown for periods 1–4 in Fig. 5. Regions where fitted curves do not overlap indicate statistically significant differences; no difference in the light response of sap flux density was detected during periods 1 and 2 (Fig. 5a), but other periods were statistically different for all the fluxes. Applicable sap flux transport did not occur until period 3, but NEE showed a clear dependence on light during all these periods. The light dependence of both NEE and GPP increased continually from period 1 to period 4 (Fig. 5b,c). The canopy-level photosynthetic capacity (GPP), intersection of each fitted line in Fig. 5c with vertical line) increased 5-fold (2.2 to 11.6 μmol m⁻² s⁻¹) between periods 1 and 4. This pattern of gradual yet continual increase in activity over time was consistent when the flux partitioning was done with soil temperature (Fig. 5) or with air temperature (Supplemental Fig. S1), although the magnitudes of GPP and Reco differed based on the temperature choice. These changes in the magnitudes of sap flux density and NEE occurred during
concomitant increases in air and foliage temperature (Table 3), particularly so during period 4 in June.

The seasonal patterns of sap flux density and NEE during autumn, winter, and spring are compared to bole temperature and needle pigments in Fig. 6. For most of the winter when the boles were frozen, NEE was small and positive due to Reco and sap transport (and thus transpiration) did not occur. Seasonality of pigment composition (or the lack of it) was qualitatively consistent across plant species (Figs. 6 and S2). The total chlorophyll content of needles varied among species, with higher content in fir needles than pine or spruce (Fig. 6). There were no seasonal changes in total chlorophyll (Fig. 6a), lutein, or β-carotene content, or in the chlorophyll a/b ratio (Fig. S2). The overall xanthophyll cycle pool size was highest in mid-winter and lowest in summer (Fig. S2). The deepoxidation state of the xanthophyll cycle \([A + Z]/[V + A + Z]\) exhibited a marked seasonal shift to a constant winter state that was co-incident with lack of transpiration and photosynthesis in winter (Fig. 6b) and presence of ice in the boles (Fig. 6c). There was variability in the xanthophyll cycle deepoxidation state among species during the fall and winter transitions (Fig. 6b).

The seasonal pattern of xanthophyll cycle deepoxidation state (Fig. 7a) was similar to the seasonal pattern of GPP and GPP\(_{\text{sat}}\) (Fig. 7b); the deepoxidation state began to fall from mid-winter peak values just as appreciable GPP was observed. However, the maximum GPP was reached in late May, and the deepoxidation state continued to fall for a couple of weeks thereafter. The linear relations between deepoxidation state and GPP\(_{\text{sat}}\) were statistically significant (Fig. 8a) but with low \(r^2\) due to the difference in timing. The ratio of chlorophyll to carotenoid pigments varied across the season in a sinusoidal-like fashion, highest in summer and lowest in winter, and was qualitatively similar among species (Fig. 7c). This pattern was similar to the seasonality of solar forcing (solar elevation angle) and the indices of GCC and GRVI (Fig. 7d), but with phase differences. The latter were delayed in their spring increase relative to the solar forcing, with GRVI increasing latest. The spring increase in canopy-level photosynthetic capacity (Fig. 7b) was 4–6 weeks after the spring equinox. Despite the phase differences between the two indices, GCC and GRVI were both strongly and significantly correlated with GPP\(_{\text{sat}}\) on a 10-day basis (Fig. 8b, c), with higher \(r^2\) for the GCC versus GPP\(_{\text{sat}}\) relation.

4. Discussion

4.1. Temperature limitation to photosynthesis

Our primary objective was to test the hypothesis that climate has warmed sufficiently to allow this high-elevation forest to photosynthesize during favorable warm periods in winter. Despite many warm, sunny days with leaf temperature favorable for photosynthesis, the forest remained dormant from late October through early April, with no appreciable GPP observed. After recovery from winter
downregulation, the temperature optimum for early-season branch-level photosynthesis of these species is \(\sim 10^\circ\text{C}\), and photosynthesis rates at 5\(^\circ\text{C}\) are nearly as high (Huxman et al., 2003). Whole-forest carbon gain is optimal in the range 10–15\(^\circ\text{C}\) across the full growing season (Huxman et al., 2003). During the cold season in our study, foliage temperature reached 5\(^\circ\text{C}\) in all months, and occasionally above 10\(^\circ\text{C}\) (Table 2). Temperature of individual crowns during the cold season was similar between species (Supplemental Table S1), in contrast with findings from summer showing consistent species differences (Aubrecht et al., 2016; Leuzinger and Körner, 2007). Despite the warm days, after dormancy began in fall, no net carbon exchange or sap transport was observed until April (Figs. 4 and 6). Hence winter photosynthesis was limited by more than just the direct effect of leaf temperature on metabolism.

4.2. Water limitation to photosynthesis

The hydraulic continuum from soil to atmosphere was blocked by ice in the boles, preventing water transport for much of the winter (Fig. 6). Frozen xylem sap was easily identified by comparing bole and air temperature (Fig. 3). Bole temperature in winter is rarely reported, but the phase changes apparent in Fig. 3 are similar to those studies available (Hadley, 2000; Mayr et al., 2006). Sparks et al. (2001) showed that the ice fraction of frozen lodgepole pine boles under similar ambient temperature was maximally 75%, so some liquid water was probably always present in the boles. Gutmann et al. (2017) have shown that trees at this forest compress and expand longitudinally, as ice formation responds to air temperature variation in the range \(-3--20^\circ\text{C}\), further evidence of the variable nature of bole freezing.

We did not measure the temperature of distal small twigs, but given the high daily variability of foliage temperature (Fig. 1, Table 2), twigs likely experienced well over 100 freeze-thaw cycles (FTCs) during the winter. Frozen xylem with warm foliage probably led to large time-varying gradients of water potential in distal twigs (Mayr and Charras-Vaskou, 2007) caused by very low water potential in twigs during thaw (Mayr et al., 2003). Recurring FTCs can lead to progressive reduction in hydraulic conductivity of xylem as tracheids become embolized, and up to 30% loss of conductivity in winter has been observed in these species (Sparks et al., 2001; Sperry et al., 1994). Conifers generally refill embolized tracheids at end of winter (Sperry et al., 1994); mechanisms for this remain unclear (Zwieniecki and Holbrook, 2009) but direct leaf uptake of melting snow in the canopy has been suggested (Mayr et al., 2014; Sparks et al., 2001). Hence there were limitations to plant water transport by ice and xylem embolism during most of the cold season.

There was little evidence, however, to suggest that frozen soil water limited sap transport. Soil temperature at multiple depths was nearly always above the freezing point for pure water, and with the influence of solutes, soils remain unfrozen well below 0\(^\circ\text{C}\) (Edwards and Cresser, 1992). No indication of freezing was apparent in the soil moisture data (Fig. 1a) as is common with water content reflectometers (e.g., Bowling et al., 2010). Fall soil moisture persisted with only minor change through most of the winter until the first melt events in April (Fig. 1), providing further evidence for no transpiration during winter. Persistent soil moisture from late autumn into midwinter, and relatively warm soils under the snowpack are common for temperate mid-latitude forests of the western United States (Maurer and Bowling, 2014). Monson et al. (2005) identified isothermality of the snowpack and related melt infiltration into the soil as a key event for initiating
photosynthesis of this forest in spring. Our results do not necessarily contradict this, since the boles thawed (Fig. 4b) concomitantly with the first soil moisture increase (Fig. 1a) in mid-April, but prolonged ice in the boles appears to have been the primary limitation to water transport. Soil moisture did not increase by much until late May, well into the snowmelt period (Fig. 1) and ∼6–7 weeks after net carbon uptake was first detected (Fig. 4). We note, however, that cold (< 5 °C) soil dramatically reduces root hydraulic conductivity, limiting both photosynthesis and stomatal conductance in these species even when water is plentiful (Day et al., 1989; DeLucia, 1986; Kaufmann, 1975; Running and Reid, 1980). The role of cold soils in limiting photosynthesis may be particularly important during the spring recovery period (Ensminger et al., 2008).

4.3. Spring initiation of carbon uptake and water transport

Net carbon uptake did not begin until boles thawed in period 1 (Figs. 4 and 6). We anticipated that water transport in boles would precede initiation of photosynthesis, and thus sap transport would be detected before net carbon gain was observed via eddy covariance, but this did not occur (periods 1 and 2, Fig. 4). These data strongly suggest water transport in the boles was blocked by frozen xylem, preventing water uptake from soil, and potentially contributing to the inhibition of photosynthesis on warm winter days. When branches of these species were collected in winter and allowed to return to function under favorable laboratory conditions, there were species differences in recovery rates of photosynthesis (Monson et al., 2005). There was no difference, however, between species in the timing of bole thaw (data not shown), or in initiation of sap transport (Fig. 6). Without branch-level gas exchange data, we cannot determine if the three species initiated photosynthesis at different times, but their sap transport timing did not differ.

Net carbon uptake began (period 1) as diel variation in raw sap flux voltage was detected when the boles first thawed (Fig. 4), but as noted the diel variation was opposite the normal pattern, indicating that normal sap transport did not occur. The light responses of both NEE and GPP increased more rapidly than sap transport over the ensuing several weeks (Fig. 5), which serves as evidence for decoupling of carbon and water fluxes at the scale of individual trees. During periods 1 and 2, photosynthesis occurred even though there was no sap transport detected (Fig. 5). In fact, the boles were frozen during much of period 2 (Fig. 4). If these sap flux data are correct, this indicates that sufficient stored water to support cellular metabolism was present as photosynthetic activity ramped up while evaporative demand (vapor pressure deficit, VPD) remained low. Sevanto et al. (2006) found that in Scots pine in southern Finland, spring photosynthesis began 2–7 days before diel stem diameter variation occurred, evidence that trees initially relied on stored stem water for photosynthesis before transporting water from the soil.

Peak summer daily water use of the trees at the Niwot forest in is roughly 10, 5, and 3 L H<sub>2</sub>O tree<sup>−1</sup> d<sup>−1</sup>, for pine, spruce, and fir, respectively, and transpiration of these species is highly dependent on humidity (Hu et al., 2010; Pataki et al., 2000). Evaporative demand was low during periods 1 and 2 (maximum VPD was 0.65 and 0.58 kPa, respectively), so total water demand for transpiration would likely be several-fold less than the summer peak values. Sapwood volume for these species in similar size class (12–50 cm DBH) at the Fraser Experimental Forest (30 km distant and similar elevation), was determined allometrically at 31 ± 41, 37 ± 55, and 12 ± 17 L tree<sup>−1</sup> (mean ± SD) for pine, spruce, and fir, respectively (Ryan, 1989). Thus it seems reasonable that the volume of stored water in the trees would be sufficient to support initial C uptake at end of winter, even if some of
that water were frozen. It remains possible that frozen boles did not fully block sap transport. None was detected at our probe depth (21 mm) when boles were frozen (Figs. 4 and 6), but we cannot rule out the possibility of sap transport closer to the center of the bole. Summer sap velocity of these species does vary radially, with peak velocity 20–40 mm into the xylem (Mark and Crews, 1973). We note that in our study the sap flux observations were required to compare relative timing of photosynthesis and water transport during the winter-spring transition. Eddy-covariance-based comparisons of NEE and water vapor flux were not useful due to high latent heat flux from snow sublimation in the cold season (Molotch et al., 2007). More work with alternate sap flux techniques (Vandegehuchte and Steppe, 2013) would be useful to further elucidate the importance of winter ice blockage of sap transport.

4.4. Biochemical limitation to photosynthesis

Our data indicate a significant role for the xanthophyll cycle pigments in winter downregulation and photoprotection. (Fig. 6). The winter increase in xanthophyll cycle pool size is often accompanied by seasonal decrease in total chlorophyll content (Ensminger et al., 2004; Porcar-Castell et al., 2012; Wong and Gamon, 2015a), and a seasonal increase in lutein content (Verhoeven, 2014), but in our study trees neither total chlorophyll nor lutein varied seasonally (Fig. 6a and S2). We did not detect photosynthesis during almost all of the time the xanthophyll cycle was in the highly photoprotective state (Fig. 6b,e), even during warm sunny days (Fig. 1d). This is consistent with the slowly-reversible form of energy dissipation serving as a sustained form of photoprotection during the winter (Verhoeven, 2014). Note, however, that during the fall and spring transition seasons, the xanthophyll cycle was sometimes in the highly photoprotective state during periods of carbon gain (including periods 1–3, Fig. 6b, e). This could be due to the additional presence of the rapidly-reversible form of photoprotection at these times, as we did not sample the needles in the dark. We cannot distinguish between the two forms without additional measurements (e.g., chlorophyll fluorescence or leaf gas exchange, or leaf spectral reflectance - see PRI below).

Gross primary productivity took 5–6 weeks to reach maximum summer levels, coinciding with the first appearance of xanthophyll cycle deepoxidation states below mid-winter peak values. Monson et al. (2005) suggested that physiological recovery from winter dormancy in this forest is 1) initiated by response to warm air temperature and recovery of photosystem II function, leading to disengagement of sustained photoprotective thermal energy dissipation, 2) continued as the hydraulic system recovers, and 3) completed as the carboxylation reactions fully recover. Comparison of timing of bole thaw, initiation of
sap transport, and initiation of photosynthesis (Figs. 4 and 6) indicates that hydraulic system recovery may actually be important during the earliest stages of recovery. The xanthophyll cycle remained largely in the deepoxidized (photoprotective) state for several weeks after initiation of photosynthesis. However, one should note that our measures of relaxed xanthophyll cycle deepoxidation states during the spring transition are conservative because we were unable to control for the time of day of pigment sampling (that is, we cannot be certain that pre-dawn xanthophyll cycle deepoxidation states would not have relaxed somewhat sooner in the spring).

4.5. Implications for modeling

There is a growing appreciation within soil-plant-atmosphere, ecosystem, and land surface models for the need to incorporate whole-plant hydraulic processes, and variability in hydraulic traits, to better understand coupled carbon and water cycling (Bonan et al., 2014; Matheny et al., 2017; Sperry et al., 2016). These efforts are mainly focused on improving model representation of plant response to drought (e.g., Christoffersen et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2016). To our knowledge, none of these models incorporate mechanistic details of seasonal downregulation of photosynthesis, certainly not via photoprotection or ice blockage of xylem. For example, in CLM 4.5, the temperature response of photosynthesis is derived from the Farquhar et al. (1980) photosynthesis model, and applies an exponential function to adjust photosynthetic capacity as a function of temperature (Oleson et al. (1980); photosynthesis model, and applies an exponential function to adjust photosynthetic capacity as a function of temperature (Oleson et al., 2013). Mathematically this formulation reduces but does not eliminate photosynthesis at subzero temperature. Additional factors based on soil moisture, influenced by the fraction of frozen soil, and day length lead to further reductions in modeled photosynthesis during the cold season. However, without site-specific calibration, CLM 4.5 erroneously predicts GPP year-round at Niwot Ridge (Raczka et al., 2016). Because seasonal snow cover affects ecosystems covering half the Northern Hemisphere land surface (Zhang et al., 2004), improvements in process modeling of photosynthesis and its downregulation in cold conditions are warranted.

4.6. Visible imagery and seasonality of GPP

Our secondary objective was to determine if visible-wavelength imagery could be used to identify periods of activity and dormancy. Examination of NEE and water fluxes across climate or elevation gradients (Anderson-Teixeira et al., 2010; Goulden et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2016) has been useful to understand seasonality of GPP, but results from flux studies like these could be greatly expanded if linked to digital camera imagery or remote sensing to quantify the effects of climate and climate change on evergreen seasonality and productivity across the landscape. Indices derived from repeat photography with digital cameras such as the GCC or GRVI are closely related to GPP in deciduous forests (Keenan et al., 2014; Motokha et al., 2010; Wingate et al., 2015). In evergreen forests, however, the amount of light absorbed and the light use efficiency of photosynthesis vary seasonally (as we have shown here). For this reason, visible camera imagery and satellite derived visible-wavelength vegetation indices have not been particularly useful for determining seasonality of productivity of evergreen forests (e.g., Garbulsky et al., 2008; Wingate et al., 2015). Here, even though the GCC and GRVI were modestly out of phase relative to GPP_sat (Fig. 7b,d), both indices were strongly correlated with GPP_sat (Fig. 8).

A recent study highlighted a new remotely-sensed pigment index that tracks the temporal change in evergreen photosynthesis at several spatial scales (Gamon et al., 2016). Studies with lodgepole pine seedlings showed that initiation of photosynthesis in spring was related to the ratio of chlorophyll to carotenoid pigments, and also to the deepoxidation state of xanthophyll pigments (Wong and Gamon, 2015a, 2015b). Based on these results, Gamon and colleagues developed a new MODIS-based algorithm called the CCI (chlorophyll/carotenoid index) that was an effective predictor of seasonality of GPP in 3 conifer forests of North America. Data from the MODIS bands required for this were not yet widely available at the time of our analysis, but they are red (620–670 nm) and green (526–536 nm) reflectance bands, and the CCI is thus similar to the GRVI (Motokha et al., 2010; Tucker, 1979). In our case, both GCC and GRVI (calculated from visible imagery and thus similar in concept to CCI) were robust estimators of GPP_sat (Fig. 8). Note that these indices highlight seasonality of canopy color that occurs without change in total chlorophyll (Fig. 6a) or in relative amounts of chlorophyll A and B (Figure S2a), implying that the carotenoids, particularly the xanthophyll cycle pigments (Figure S2b), are important for the color change. The spectral response of our PhenoCam has a green peak at ∼530 nm, which is similar to the 531 nm band used in the photochemical (or physiological) reflectance index (PRI, Wong and Gamon, 2015a) which tracks xanthophyll cycle deepoxidation state, and also similar to MODIS band 11 used in the CCI (Gamon et al., 2016). This adds to the building evidence that simple metrics like the GCC, GRVI, CCI, or PRI, may indeed be useful for assessing seasonality of GPP in conifer forests. We note that careful calibration and consistent protocols are required (Balzarolo et al., 2011; Gamon et al., 2010; Sonnentag et al., 2012).

The timing of the spring transitions for GCC and GRVI were a bit different than GPP_sat contrasting with the results of Gamon et al. (2016). This could be due to the spectral differences in our measured GRVI and CCI, lack of seasonality of chlorophyll content (Fig. 6a), or different pigment-dependent photoprotection strategies such as the relative degree of rapidly reversible energy dissipation (Verhoef, 2014), the lutein epoxide cycle (Jahns and Holzwarth, 2012), or zeaxanthin-independent processes related to photosynthetic down-regulation (Frécheté et al., 2015). Note that we did not find a strong correspondence of seasonal pattern between the measured chlorophyll to carotenoid ratio (Fig. 7c) and GPP (Fig. 7b) as reported by Wong and Gamon (2015a). Studies are needed that continue to examine reflectance indices like GCC, GRVI, CCI, and PRI, and other promising indices such as solar-induced fluorescence (Jeong et al., 2017; Porcar-Castell et al., 2014; Walther et al., 2016) in the context of evergreen GPP at scales from chloroplast to flux tower to satellite remote sensing.

5. Conclusions

We evaluated the hypothesis that climate has warmed sufficiently to allow the high-elevation subalpine conifers at Niwot Ridge to photosynthesize during favorable warm periods in winter. Despite many warm, sunny days with leaf temperature favorable for photosynthesis, no carbon gain was detected in this forest from late October through early April. Temperature was not a direct metabolic limitation to photosynthesis, but frozen boles provided a direct limitation to water transport, and only as the boles thawed did photosynthesis return in the spring. The snowpack kept soils warm enough so that frozen soil was not a limitation to water transport. Spring initiation of photosynthesis occurred prior to detection of sap transport in boles, indicating the importance of stored water in the bole or uptake of melt water by the foliage. Seasonal biochemical adjustments included an increase in xanthophyll cycle pool size relative to chlorophyll, and sustained conversion of violaxanthin to antheraxanthin and zeaxanthin, but minimal seasonal change in chlorophyll content or that of other carotenoids. Associated changes in leaf color were observed in visible-band digital camera imagery, suggesting the potential for broad-scale monitoring of the seasonality of evergreen photosynthetic potential using airborne or near-surface remote sensing.
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